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It was 8pm on a beautiful summer
day in Budapest. The setting sun
glinted off the Danube and
streamed over (west-bank) Buda

and (east-bank) Pest’s endearing muddle
of architectures: neo-Gothic, baroque,
and art nouveau buildings squashed up
against Communist-era offices with tint-
ed windows à la Nehru Place. But I wasn’t
going to be distracted.

Our first day here, coincidentally Hun-
gary’s national day, had been a write-off.
The only restaurant open late at night, af-
ter the St Stephen’s Day fireworks by the
river, had been a pad Thai bar. And we’d
missed the national birthday cake, made
by the National Guild of Hungarian Con-
fectioners, this year a Milotai honey brit-
tle, praline cream and walnut torte.
(Contrary to insinuations made by my
co-travellers, I had not timed this holiday
to sample a country-sized birthday cake.)
Now, feeling like my culinary tourist cre-
dentials would be revoked if anyone
found out I’d been eating Thai food on a
Hungarian holiday, I was determined
that our next meal involve goulash.

In Lizst Ferenc Square, an elegant jum-
ble of organic burger kitchens, wine bars,
martini glasses and fedoras, we wan-
dered fortuitously into the hip Menza.
Ironically named after a Soviet-era can-
teen, it teeters between nostalgic chic
and pure kitsch: retro Bauhaus-style fur-
niture, avocado-green and diner-orange
walls, Formica tables, young yuppie cou-
ples, elderflower prosecco cocktails. No
leathery meat or soggy desserts here,
though. I took one look at the menu —

bone marrow toast, blackberry cream
soup, roasted duck liver in sour cherry
sauce — and forgot all about goulash for
the moment. “It’s all very light,” the wait-
er assured us. “Hungarian food is rich,
but we try to refine it, make it modern.”

Perhaps “light” means something else
when translated into Magyar. The gou-
lash was a savoury red broth of beef and
carrots, but it was the only light thing
around. The heavy garlic
cream soup sported a cap of
langos, fried bread with
cheese and sour cream seal-
ing the steam in. Our chilli
mustard pork medallions
with cottage cheese noodles
was a huge serving, crowned
by a flaky roasted pepper,
and a dahlia-sized floret of
garlic. “Cottage cheese?” I
squawked, imagining some
kind of Punjabi paneer pas-
ta, but the quark-like cheese crumbled
over the noodles was perfect with the
pork. Marvelling at the capacity of Hun-
garian stomachs, we left feeling satiated
and happy, if not quite convinced about
that anorexic goulash.

At lunch in the stately Buda
side, at a traditional etterem
(restaurant), the menu
was a roll-call of clas-
sics: pork, potatoes,
beef, dumplings, cab-
bage. Still, I thought
goulash deserved
another shot.

Our elderly waiter

explained, however, that goulash (or gu-
lyás) is a thin beef soup, made with papri-
ka, as Menza’s had been. Gulyás means
“herdsman” in Magyar, and the classic
peasant broth was invented by Hungar-
ian shepherds on the open plain. What
we think of as goulash is actually its
thicker relative, pörkölt. And the ette-
rem’s pörkölt did, in fact, fulfil all my
goulash longings: it was a hearty, gar-

licky, huddled-around-the-
fireplace kind of stew, bright
red and dotted with chunks
of beef, potatoes, carrots,
peppers and caraway seeds.

After a weekend of sour
cherry strudel, tiny open sa-
lami-and-gherkin sandwich-
es, pickled cucumbers in
dill-and-yoghurt sauce,
dumplings and some deadly
palinka cocktails, we ended
our Budapest holiday with a

celebratory meal at the very trendy Bock
Bisztro. Bock, run by a chef and a somme-
lier, serves inventive Magyar cuisine, and
boasts a very well-thought-out wine list
that shows off Hungary’s best.

Our waiter suggested a Furmint, a
crisp minerally white for me, and

a darker red for my friend. No
longer haunted by the

spectre of state-run co-
operative vineyards,

Hungary’s wine in-
dustry is now a thriv-
ing mix of small
producers. Sweet To-
kaji, or tokay, is still

the most famous
Hungarian wine, but

it’s facing stiff competi-
tion from new wineries

and young producers.
“Do not over-order,” said my

friend, watching the feverish menu-scan-
ning glint in my eye. She ought to have
known better. We ate luscious, cone-like
calamari stuffed with herby cottage
cheese, cabbage leaves stuffed with pike
perch tartare, and fresh bread with black
salt butter and salami. Using some clever
reverse psychology, I persuaded my com-
panion to share the paprika peppers
stuffed with goat cheese (spectacular),
the chicken in a creamy orange paprika
sauce (passable) and a sour cherry torte.
Goulash, schmoulash; there was so much
more to Hungary. By the end of the meal,
I was already plotting how to come back
for next year’s birthday cake.

naintara maya oberoi is a food writer based
in Paris t@naintaramaya

Hungary pangs 
Goulash, schmoulash… there is so much more to Budapest than just a stew 

Good stuff Calamari filled with herby cottage cheese; (inset) what we think of as goulash is actually
pörkölt naintara maya oberoi
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You have to wonder how the
French have stayed true to
their winemaking legacies.
It’s a profession that requires

patience. Yet, the pursuit of profit
hasn’t dampened the passion many
winemakers, like 41-year old Pierre
Courdurie, have for tradition.

Courdurie has his own vineyard, Cha-
teau Patache d’Aux, but has also been
marketing wines for 15 years. He works
in Bordeaux (the highest wine-produc-
ing region in France), and helps pro-
mote wines from the Chateau De
Fontenille in 35 countries and to 10,000
customers worldwide. Located near the
Abbey of La Sauve Majeure, the cha-
teau’s founders were the wealthy Ca-
douin family who moved here in 1524.
But vineyards existed since the 5th cen-
tury. In India, Fontenille is
distributed by Aspri Spirits.

I ask Courdurie what
keeps him going in a profes-
sion without many guar-
antees. He
likens it to the
anticipation
people may
feel about a
baby. Some-
thing about
the new, not
knowing what to
expect every
year, is excit-
ing as well as
challenging.
“But fundamen-
tally, it’s about
sharing passion,” he says.

“Wine is part of a culture. We grow
with it. It was part of French history,
even before the Romans. Even when we
look at the future, we need to remem-
ber who was here before us, and who
will be here after us. It’s similar to India
in that sense,” says Courdurie, drawing
a link between two distinct cultures.

Over a glass of Rouge AOC Bordeaux,
I’m told how the chateau ensures fruit-
iness in its reds, allowing the macerat-
ed wine to sits in a barrel for 18 months
before rotating between tank and bar-
rel every six months. When we switch to
Entre Deux Mers Blanc, a white that’s
fresh on the palette, its gold hue a testa-
ment to its high ‘minerality’, he says,
“It’s the terroir that makes the differ-
ence — this is gravel and limestone com-
bining to produce citrus notes. Earlier,
people believed in the oak influence.
I’m not a fan of oak-aging for whites;
they have to have finesse. That’s how
they go best with seafood or salads.” As
our impassioned talk of terroir winds
down, Courdurie leaves me with a final
French flourish, “Love is passion, fi-
nesse, elegance, just as our wines are!”

jessu john

Passion by
the glass
Bordeaux’s romance
with the East
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Kaziranga, which began with 15 to 20
rhinos when the national park was
created in the early 20th century,
became home to 1,700 of them

within a hundred years, and currently shelters
a staggering 2,329 of these one-horned deni-
zens — or two-thirds of the total rhino popula-
tion worldwide. Bursting at its seams, it now
faces a challenge its creators never envisioned.

With four rivers crisscrossing it and four
major species thriving here — the rhino, Ben-
gal tiger, Asiatic elephant and wild Indian buf-
falo — the 430 sq km Kaziranga National Park
continues to be a tourist paradise. But there is
trouble in paradise. Rhinos and tigers are mul-
tiplying rapidly, and the overcrowding is driv-
ing them into adjacent forested blocks,
human habitations and tea gardens. The re-
sulting man-animal conflicts have tragic con-
sequences for both.

The Park also has about 1,165 wild elephants,
108 tigers (with a healthy male-female ratio,
promising future growth), 1,900 wild buffa-
loes, 1,000 swamp deer and several hoolock
gibbons, to name a few. Together, they are,
quite literally, testing this sanctuary’s limits. 

While there has been a wildlife explosion in-
side the Park and on its periphery, there has al-

so been a mushrooming of hotels, dhabas and
tourist lodges on its fringes and along the
wildlife corridors leading out of it. And while
any move to allocate additional areas to the
Park for its burgeoning wildlife is usually met
with opposition, many an outsider has
bought land here, confident of good business.
Of the five main animal corridors out of Kazi-
ranga — Haldibari, Kanchanjuri, Burapahar,
Panbari and Angudi — the last two are blocked
by new settlements with support from human
rights activists.

Over the years, there have been six addi-
tions — small chunks of a few
square kilometres each — to the
Park to make room for the ani-
mals. However, this is not an inte-
grated wildlife area — it is dotted
with human settlements and tea
gardens, making expansion diffi-
cult. Reiterating the need for “safe
passage”, recently the Gauhati
High Court called for corridors
that “must be provided to the
wildlife at any cost, however big
that cost may be.”

With numbers rising rapidly, there literally
is very little space for the animals to move.
During the annual floods, the animals also
move towards the neighbouring district of
Karbi Anglong and here, again, their passage
is blocked. (As a tourist staying in a village
home in Karbi last December, I heard distress-
ing stories of elephants uprooting a home
barely a few yards away and a tiger snatching
cattle a little further off. Feeling insecure and
hemmed in, a villager narrated his struggles
to get compensation from the forest depart-
ment for the loss of his cattle and the de-
stroyed house.)

Horn of India
The Indian Rhino Vision (IRV) 2020 project —
launched with international support — hopes
to push the rhino numbers up to 3,000 within
the next six years and disperse them into sev-
en protected areas to safeguard against epi-
demics and poaching.

The first lot of rhinos was translocated from

the overcrowded Pobitora to Manas in 2008.
Since then, selected rhinos have been regular-
ly translocated to developed, protected hab-
itats. As many as 22 rhinos were moved to
Manas, an excellent rhino habitat that had
been destroyed during Assam’s civil strife.
Orang, Laokhowa and Burhachpori are the
other favoured areas. “With the dispersal, the
rhinos and other wildlife will have access to
nearly 2,000 sq km of grasslands,” says NK Va-
su, who was the director of Kaziranga until
this year. 

Meanwhile, the translocated rhinos in Ma-
nas have given birth to young
ones, in testimony to the success
of the IRV 2020, led by Dr Bibhab
Talukdar, chair of the Internation-
al Union for Conservation of Na-
ture (IUCN), Asian rhino specialist
group. The project has on board
the Assam Forest Department, the
Bodoland Territorial Council, In-
ternational Rhino Foundation,
World Wide Fund for Nature - In-
dia, US Fish and Wildlife Service
and the NGO Aaranyak. 

A major roadblock to the rhino success sto-
ry — assuming that the planned transloca-
tions will happen in good time — is the
reported rise in poaching activity in the area.
Vasu admits that it remains a major challenge
for the Park. While the official figure for rhino
poaching in 2013 is 27, the unofficial estimate
is 30-plus. This year too there have been rhino
deaths every month, their splendid horn
yanked off mercilessly. While some poachers
have been caught and the CBI is investigating
half-a-dozen cases, there are also efforts to in-
volve the locals in wildlife and forest protec-
tion. In a country where conservation efforts
have rarely met with such success, hopefully,
poaching and encroachment won’t eclipse a
feat that’s beyond the wildest imagination of
conservationists. The problem now might be
one of plenty, but in some ways it is a good
problem to have. 

usha rai a journalist who writes on development and 
environment issues

Rhino hide-and-seek
There’s a baby boom in Assam’s rhino-land Kaziranga, but before they can exult, the one-
horned denizens have to dodge poachers’ bullets and find a safe nook in a shrinking habitat

QOvercrowding is
driving rhinos into
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Tough love Jamuna,
seen here with her calf at
Manas National Park in
Assam, is among the
three hand-reared
female rhinos that were
successfully translocated
from the Centre for
Wildlife Rehabilitation
and Conservation near
Kaziranga National Park;
(below) feeding time for
Purabi at CWRC anjan
sangma / subhamoy
bhattacharjee/ ifaw-wti
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I grew up and lived in the UK for half my
life but have now settled and been in In-
dia for the other half. I identify some-
what with the dhobi’s dog (or donkey) of

the well-known Urdu proverb, though I prefer
to regard it as having a strong attachment to
two homes rather than not quite belonging to
either. However as far as the governments of
the two countries are concerned, I am indeed
that dog/donkey, as neither allow me a vote.
While hoping for India to recognise dual citi-
zenship, I have retained my UK passport. More
than 20 years of residence elsewhere, Britain
disallows participation in elections (now after
15 years abroad). And 30 years residence in In-
dia but without citizenship, disallows partici-
pation here.

I would not choose to be voteless but these
days it seems no great disadvantage as the
choices, both here and in the UK, often seem
somewhat limited. As an environmentally
conscious person and appreciator of the natu-
ral world, it is distressing to find so little em-
pathy for such views in the political spectrum.
It is also more than a little worrying to find,
amongst the political parties, so little under-
standing of how close to the brink we actually
are — ecologically and, thus, economically.
Wishful thinking seems to outweigh rational
thinking in a way rather reminiscent, on a
scary planet-scale, of the local forest depart-
ment’s reaction to the poaching and extinc-

tion of tigers in the Panna Tiger Reserve a few
years back.

Although science and reason clearly spelt
out the path the tigers were on, the wildlife au-
thorities preferred to insist that all was well,
that “the tiger density has never been better”.
Such wishful thinking took the Reserve to the
brink, and over — only six months after this
statement was published, the Reserve did not
have a single tiger left. Extinction in this (lo-
cal) case was not exactly forever as the park
could be repopulated with tigers from other
areas (though the specific Panna genes may be
lost forever). What would happen if the whole
planet thought like this?

We need not even look to the extremes to be
concerned. Shortly before the election, the In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(the IPCC, sometimes criticised by environ-
mental groups as ‘too conservative’) publish-
ed its authoritative and “responsible” report;
one that has been produced by 1,250 interna-
tional experts and approved by 194 govern-
ments. It unequivocally shows that climate
change is caused by humans and poses a seri-
ous threat. But, cheeringly, if perhaps surpris-
ingly, it also reports that
catastrophic climate change can
be averted without sacrificing liv-
ing standards. “It doesn’t cost the
world to save the planet,” accord-
ing to its economist leader, Ott-
mar Edenhofer.

But none of the main election
manifestos even mention this re-
port and give only unspecific
nods towards the overarching, principal fac-
tor (the deplorable state of our planet) that
should be at the base and heart of all our plans
and visions for the future. The AAP at least
seems to recognise some connection between
ecology and economy as the two are com-
bined in a section heading, but even they,
along with both the BJP and the Congress par-
ty, stress the need for maintaining high GDP
growth with apparently little to no under-
standing of its connection to our worsening
climate change conditions and vice versa — at-
tendant welcome nods to alternative energies

by all notwithstanding. But to continue to aim
for exponential growth as so many econo-
mists demand, and the manifestos envisage, is
an unreal dream in a world of finite resources,
based, as such growth is, on the use of fossil
fuels. It works until you reach the end; or rath-
er, until you reach the halfway point (see arti-
cles on Peak Oil). Then it does not. We have
reached this point and now need to adjust

‘wishes’ to reality.
But this is our responsibility

too; we should not just criticise
the political parties. After all, to a
large extent, their manifestos re-
flect the views of what they be-
lieve the electorate wants. Clearly
they do not think mitigating cli-
mate change is much of a vote-
winner. It is time we all made it so;

it is past time for us all to wake up to the loom-
ing abyss and recognise that now is the only
time to demand, and to take, action. Science
and reason tell us so. We must burst the fanta-
sy bubble, lift our (ostrich) heads from the
sand and look realistically at the ‘Eaarth’ — as
Bill McKibben renames our already changed
planet — before our lives go the way of the Pan-
na tigers.

joanna van gruisen is a wildlife photographer,
conservationist and hotelier based near the Panna Tiger
Reserve in Madhya Pradesh

Politics and the way of the tiger
In election season, our political parties seem to be side-stepping reality or are oblivious to
the link between GDP and climate change 

joanna 
van gruisen

A BUTTERFLY BREEZE FROM MP

Writing on the wall Token presence at events highlighting the need to arrest climate change doesn’t really
compensate for the apathy of the political class s subramanium

Lost and found Although Panna was repopulated
with tigers, the forest department’s decision to not
raise an alarm in time has meant that the Panna genes
may be lost forever r sreenivasa murthy

QIt doesn’t cost 
the world to save

the planet
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It was the summer of 1992. Suhasini Paul
and her five friends in Nagpur spent the
hot afternoons playing carrom during
their vacation. As the square board per-

mitted only four players at a time, they had to
take turns to play. That got Paul thinking
about a way to get all of them to play together.
A hexagonal board lying unused at home
caught her eye. She then turned it into a car-
rom board by inscribing it with lines and oth-
er markings using chalk and colour. The board
was balanced on a small stool and a bowl
placed under each corner in place of the usual
corner-pocket. That year, the Reserve Bank of
India came out with a new ₹1 coin that was so
smooth it glided easily over surfaces. That be-
came the carrom striker for Paul and her
friends, while 25 paise coins served as carrom
men. A 50-paise coin painted in pink became
the queen, and a carrom game for six players
was ready.

The friends played with it for the next three
years. Paul then left to study electrical engi-
neering, followed by a post-graduation course
at the National Institute of Design in Ahmeda-
bad. When she returned to Nagpur in 2005,

hexagonal carrom boards were being sold ev-
erywhere. “What I had thought of 15 years ago
was something that toymakers had come up
with then,” she reminisces.

Today, 35-year-old Paul is among a handful
of toy designers in India and has worked with
clients ranging from Disney to Italy’s Ferrero
(Kinder Joy) and Thailand’s Royalking, besides
several companies across the US, UK, China
and India.

Paul had her first major break
in 2005 when she was selected to
do her diploma project with
Frank Educational Aids, the then
market leader. “I had to design
four games that could create envi-
ronmental awareness among
children,” she recalls. She used
concepts such as the water cycle
and the solar system to create
games and even designed puzzles based on
the dos and don’ts for keeping the environ-
ment green.

The company launched these games at the
Hong Kong Toy Fair in January 2006 and they
were a huge hit. Soon, Paul began getting of-

fers for design consulting and her studio, Pink
Elefant, was born. She sells her toy collections
under this brand, even as she designs many
others for clients. She has over 100 board
games and puzzles to her credit, as also sever-
al baby and soft toys.

Living close to Toy City, the planned cluster
of toymakers in Greater Noida, allows her to
not only design for other manufacturers but

also get her own toy brand manu-
factured at their factories. 

“I am the interface between
consumers and manufacturers as
I understand what each of them
wants,” she says.

This also prompted her to
come up with a range of inter-
changeable sports toys for Disney
that offer children greater varie-
ty. So, for instance, a racket used

for lawn tennis can also be used for table ten-
nis simply by changing the handle. An elastic
sling attached to the handle further turns it
into a slingshot.

Since 2009, Paul has been designing the sur-
prise toys that come with the Kinder Joy con-
fection. These too have modular elements that
are complete on their own, but can be assem-
bled together into a newer toy.

Paul prefers to charge a one-time fee for her
designs, rather than a royalty. “A one-time de-
sign fee lets me focus on design rather than fi-
nancial aspects,” she says. 

And when it comes to design, her focus has
been two-fold — to create environmental
awareness among children; and to make toys
that are not only educational and recreational
but also easy to use and carry. 

The first led her to Anji, a sprawling bamboo
forest in China. “I researched for a month to
create a doll’s house,” she says. The result is a
doll’s house built entirely without screws and
is completely recyclable, which sells under the
Eco Joy sub-brand from Ecowayz at ₹4,000.

She sells nearly 90 per cent of her Pink Ele-
fant products online through Flipkart, Fash-
ion and You, 99lables.com and shopo.in. The
rest sell at design stores such as Buzzeria in
Delhi and Goa’s Tuk Tuk. “I also get orders di-
rectly through clients in Malaysia and Singa-
pore,” she says.

From eco-friendly toys, her ideas are evolv-
ing in a natural progression. “I now want to
design a playground for children. I am look-
ing for opportunities to design good play-
spaces with eco-friendly materials,” she says. 

rashmi pratap

All work, all play
For toy designer Suhasini Paul, life is literally a game where she makes the rules

QA racket for lawn
tennis can be used
for table tennis by

changing the handle

R
Just playthings
Suhasini Paul is
among a handful of
toy designers in
India, with clients
ranging from Disney
to Italy’s Ferrero
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